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Abstract: This paper presents the actual stage of rural development 
problems of Periam village, Timis County, regarding the infrastructure of 
the intraurban and extraurban of the area; it is also here that are 
presented the strengths and weaknesses from the SWOT analysis that was 
made. 
From the point of view of sustainable rural development of the village 
Periam there are some possible directions presented in the following 
areas: the achievement of an ecosystem  of European standards, the 
development of a competitive economic environment, achievement of a 
modern infrastructure, a healthy living environment for people of all 
social categories and education development, the improvement of  
professional training and adult education, promoting the cultural, sport 
and youth movement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL ISSUES 
Location. The village of Periam is located in the western part of the 

country, in the north - western Banat Plain, a subdivision of the Plain 
Mures, called Plain Aranca.  

City Periam, with coordinates 46 ° 05 'N and 20 ° 87' E, is situated at 
the intersection of DJ 682 Beba Veche -Arad with DJ 692 Timisoara - DN6, 
45 km from Arad, 50 km from Timisoara, 20 km from Sinnicolau Mare, 
where it can reach the border crossing point located at Cenad (19 km).  

City territory is bordered on the south and south – east with Varias 
village, south-west with the territory of Pesac village, west with  Sanpetru 
Mare village, north river Mures, on the east is Satu Mare village,  Arad 
County. 

Climate.  The village of Periam and the  surrounding area, as the 
whole territory of Romania, is in the temperate climate zone, being located 
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at a distance approximately equal to the equator and  the North Pole, it 
determines the dominant nature of temperate climate, with well-
differentiated seasons. Overall, our climate zone has a character of 
temperate continental climate with Atlantic influences. 

The climate is temperate-continental moderate, with weak 
Mediterranean influence, characteristic of the south-east of the Pannonian 
Depression, with some sub Mediterranean influences (Adriatic version), 
which is manifested by mild winters and not too warm summers. The 
average annual temperature is 10.8 C, the hottest month is July with 21.1° 
C, resulting in an average thermal amplitude of 22.7 °C, below that of the 
Romanian Plain, which certifies the good influence of oceanic air masses.  

Geomorphology. Fits in Plain Mures – Aranca, located in the north-
west of the low plain of the North Banat plain, the surroundings of the 
village are made up of segments of geomorphology with the following units: 
Meadow Mures, Aranca plain, sandy plain Teremia – Pesac, loess plain 
Bulgarus - Jimbolia. 

The morphology of the area is a subsistence low plain, of meadow and 
of   ramble. The slope of the plain is about 0.30 ‰, therefore the plain is 
almost horizontal. Consequently the area requires microforms such as river 
bed, abandoned meanders, drainage channels, river banks (which remained 
as islands during floods), the river beds of current rivers (Mures and 
Aranca). To these are added anthropogenic units of morphology such as: the 
river Mures dam, canals, mounds, barrows. 

From hydrographic point of view, Periam village is characterized by 
the existence of a phreatic layer which is fixed from 2 - 5 m in depth, which 
in lower area  goes also to 0 m. The phreatic water which is non-drinkable 
has varying levels (1,5 – 2,0 m) depending on the volume and duration of 
rainfall and at different depths depending on the local altitude. The 
hydrographic network is represented by rivers (Mures and Aranca) and a 
system of channels that covers the village’s territory. 

 

2.  ACTUAL STAGE OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT OF 
PERIAM 

Population. According to the last census conducted in 2002 the 
inhabitants of Periam are : 3887 - Romanian, 85 – German, 31 – Hungarian, 

23 - Serbs, 415 - Gypsies, 25 – Other. (Table 1.) 
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 Table 1. Ethnic structure of the village Periam 

 
 

Ethnic structure of the village Periam
Number population

Infrastructure of Periam. According to the approved General urban 
Plan, the total area covering the village of Periam and Port Periam is 580.50 
ha, with  potential to be extended. (Table 2.) 

 
Table 2. Periam and Periam Port 

City Unit of 
measure 

Intraurban 
area 

Provisions 
extending 

Total 
provided

Periam Hectares (ha) 380,18 31,62 411,80 
Periam-port Hectares (ha) 9,88 - 9,88 
TOTAL Hectares (ha) 390.06 31.62 421.68 

 
Road network. The existing street network, in length of 31 km, is 

well-structured, rectangularly laid, with parallel streets, except for the 
center, where the streets are arranged radially. The main streets are outlined 
with concrete sidewalks. The asphalt roads in the locality, in accordance 
with heritage inventory of the village, have a length of 9.5 kilometers, the 
others 20.5 kilometers are of stone and earth. 
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Water network. Periam City has a centralized water supply system  
consisting of 14 km long network of water,  supplied through 4 deep wells 
equipped with submersible pumps. 

Sewage network and sewage treatment. Periam village doesn’t have 
a sewage network and treatment plant for collecting and purifying 
wastewater. Wastewater disposal is provided by the city hall by cleaning 
sink for a number of 2 collective pits, for domestic water consumers type 
and public institutions, as well as 140 individual septic tanks for consumers 
connected to domestic individual water and 75 individual septic tanks for 
the people which aren’t connected to the public water supply network, 
individual water systems. 

Economic potential of the village. The location of Periam at the 
intersection of commercial roads which provide the link between east and 
west in the left side of the Mures River, led to the creation of a important 
economic core in this area. 

The primary sector (agriculture) occupies a considerable share in 
Periam. Land fund comprises 9833 hectares, of which 92.03% agricultural 
land and 7.96% non-agricultural land. 

Share of the categories of use is shown in Table 3: 
Table 3. Categories of use from Periam 

Land fund 2006 
Agricultural Non-agricultural 

Categories of 
use 

 
Ha 

 
% 

Categories of use  
Ha 

 

 
% 

Arable 7670 78 Forests 74 0.76 
Pastures 749 7.62 Waters, ponds 144 1.47 

Meadows 37 0.37 Roads 292 2.96 
Vines 4 0.04 Court, construction 236 2.40 

Orchards 590 6 Unproductive 37 0.37 
TOTAL 9050 92.03 TOTAL 783 7.96 
GRAND TOTAL 9833 

Potential tertiary sector. In Periam there is a natural lake which 
stretches over an area of 1,94 ha. Its maintenance is provided by the city hall 
in collaboration with AJVPS – Periam (County Association of sportive 
hunters and fishermen). The lake was populated by different species of fish 
by AJVPS. Water supply is made by springs, but their flow is limited, 
during dry seasons there exists the need to supply the lake.  
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Thermal water drill - in Periam village is performed a thermal water 
drilling which is not exploited. Physical - chemical properties of the water, 
according to analysis report, are suitable for various purposes. The shaft can 
provide an eruptive flow of 18 cubic meters per hour at 59 ° C with an acid 
index neutral pH = 7,0.  

Tourist Potential. The protected area, ‘’Mures Floodplain Natural 
Park’’ was established downstream of Arad to the border with Hungary, 
along the river Mures. According to Government Decision no. 2151 of 2004 
was declared officially Mures Floodplain Natural Park in an area of 17,166 
ha. Inside the park is located the recreational area Periam Port.  
 

3. SWOT ANALYSIS FOR CITY PERIAM 
 

In Table 4 is presented the results of the SWOT analysis conducted on 
city Periam, in which are highlighted  its strengths and weaknesses. 

Table 4. Strengths and weaknesses of the town Periam 
Strengths Weaknesses 

- location in the Euro DKMT region 
(Danube-Kris-Mures-Tisza) which 
promotes cooperation in all areas in 
Hungary and Serbia; 

- Poor quality of county roads, 
municipal and streets; 

- Location near the 2 border crossing 
points;  

- Local education (teaching process) 
is of low quality; 

- areas located in the protected area, 
‚ Mures Floodplain Natural Park ";  

- Lack of public water services – 
sewage; 

- Location at the intersection of two 
county roads, car links with cities 
Timisoara, Arad and Sinnicolau 
Mare; 

- Lack of campaigns to inform 
people in various fields (food 
hygiene, epidemic prevention, work 
protection); 

- Economic development of the area; -  Lack of business utilities; 
- The existence of the football club; - Lack of interest in local resources; 
- the existence of school and 
preschool infrastructure, including 
the kindergarten with extended 
program Periam; 

- Lack of tourism development 
programs and specific services for 
tourism in protected areas; 
 

- the existence of a phone network , - failure of the established 
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mobile phone network, TV cable and 
internet;  

delevoplement programs   
 

-street lighting rehabilitated  in 
village;   

- Lack of wastewater treatment 
plants; 

- the existence of medical clinics, 
pharmacies in village; 

-no organized activities with local 
youth (cultural, educational, sports);  

- the existence of a public Library in 
Periam; 

- Lack of promotion of local 
traditions in Periam; 

- Cultural tradition and historical 
tradition in Periam; 

- lack of protection curtains of 
quality agricultural land; 

- the existence of spaces and lands 
for business environment;  

- lack of forests for degraded land 
improvement;  

- fertility of the majority of soils, fit 
in the second category; 

- Lack of playgrounds and sports 
halls; 

- possibility of irrigation in Periam; - Lack of sewer networks; 
- The suitable environment for 
tourism development (protected 
areas, precisely flora and fauna, 
protected species); 

- Absence of programs to develop 
handcrafts and traditional industries; 

- the existence of a recreational area 
in ‚Mures Floodplain Natural Park’; 

- Low endowment with computers 
and institution information; 

 - Lack of an information community 
center; 

 
4. THE PERSPECTIVE OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

LOCALITY. MEASURES AND PROPOSALS. 
 

The mission of development strategy consists in global development, 
at the European standards of the village Periam, to improve the life quality, 
to ensure the prosperity of its inhabitants, preserving free local management 
of resources.  

Strategic directions of development are: 
I. Creating a habitat to ensure the life quality by developing a healthy 

ecosystem and some facilities of European standards. 
II. Development of competitive economic environment, benefiting 

from a modern infrastructure and a clean environment. 
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III. Providing a community environment and healthy environment for 
all social categories. 

IV. Development of local education able to provide training and 
continuous professional training and adult education. 

V. Promoting cultural movement, sports and youth. 
4.1 Direction I refers to creating a habitat to ensure the life quality by 
developing a healthy ecosystem and facilities to European standards. 
Objectives for the rural development prospects of Periam are: 

 Evaluation of  the environmental situation 
Conduct a study on the polluted areas and pollutants and elaborate a 

rehabilitation program. 
 Reduction of water pollution, air pollution  and soil pollution 

Reducing intra-urban pollution by eliminating septic tanks as a result 
of connection to a sewerage system. 

 Develop an infrastructure that will ensure a healthy 
environment 

Educating the local community and supporting a selective collection 
of household waste. 

Making of safety curtains in intra-urban and extra-urban areas to 
ensure a healthy environment and crop protection. 

Fitting common points of installation for containers for waste 
collection not included in the household waste category.  

 Attracting human and material resources in the field of 
environmental protection 

Promoting environmental projects with external funding. 
Create a group of volunteers to work in the field of environment 

protection by involving schools. 
 Modernization and expansion infrastructure 

Modernization and continuous expansion of the local road network; 
Making water supply networks.  
Providing wastewater treatment in terms of quantity and quality in 

accordance with water supply. 
Rehabilitation of the electrical installation of street lighting. 

4.2. Direction II refers to the development of competitive economic 
environment, benefiting from a modern infrastructure and a cleaner 
environment with the following objectives:  
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 Improving the local business environment through 
modernization of business support 

Grant the tax incentives - reduction of land tax concession for private 
entrepreneurs to invest in the extension or upgrading of the local 
infrastructure. 

Making promotional materials (monographs, brochures and websites). 
 Development of tourism as a source of economic development 

Modernization leisure area Periam Port in ‘’Mures Floodplain Natural 
Park’’ designed to attract the inhabitants of the  nearby cities for the leisure. 

Creating an advertising fund to promote local tourism. 
 Developing an efficient agriculture based on technology in 

compliance with environmental protection rules 
Support and development of vegetable crops 
Encouraging farmers to participate in development programs of the 

EU 
Programs to promote organic farming 

4.3. Direction III refers to provide a community environment and healthy 
environment for all social categories. The main objectives are: 

 Improve the general health of the population. 
Equipping medical clinics with performant medical equipment. 
Create medical offices in school with specialized personnel. 

 Ensure a fair standard of living for the population living in at 
risk 

Social housing construction program 
         Development of system recovery of persons with disabilities. 
4.4. Direction IV refers to development of local education able to provide 
training and continuous professional training and adult education. The main 
objectives are: 

• Developing a competitive local school and a competitive local 
preschool 

Equipping local school with specialized laboratories. 
Include school in rural development programs / regional, funded by 

the EU or the World Bank; 
Development of teaching methods to stimulate students' creativity. 
Creating a coherent and effective system to support young people with 

potential. 
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 Improved environment infrastructure of the schools and 
preschools 

Water supply to schools and kindergartens and ensuring hygienic 
conditions. 

Building rehabilitation. 
Identification of funding programs and coverage of schools in national 

and EU projects in order to modernize them. 
 Improving access to training programs for all professional 

categories 
Stimulating further training and specialization of local teachers. 
Develop management training programs for persons who currently 

occupy leading positions, both in education and in local government. 
Stimulating farmers to participate to the training programs. 

4.5. Direction V refers to the promotion of cultural movement, sports and 
youth, and has as main objectives:  

 Creating a favorable environment for diversification and 
modernization of the cultural offer of the village 

Proper rehabilitation of the community center building. 
Development of cultural and sporting events with multiethnic and 

border characters . 
 Development base  and offer diversification of the local sports in 

order to attract the children and youth. 
Building modern sports facilities and equipped with modern 

equipment. 
Creating a recreational space and playground which  approximately 

80-100 young families with children , their grandparents and preschool 
children can access. 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Romanian communities face, now more than ever, a period of 

profound transformation. Accession to the European Union launches 
challenge for local communities to find new and creative ways to deal with 
the pressures created. 

New approaches are absolutely necessary for understanding the past, 
solving the problems of the present and addressing to the future of the 
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village. To respond adequately to these problems, should be understood that 
for all the inhabitants, local authorities and business environment of the 
village, there is a profound change in the context of solving these problems. 

More and more communities begin to discover their identity, identify 
the necessary tools to determine the collaboration between all stakeholders 
for a common approach to the future of the village. 

That is what I had in mind when we initiated, the first concept of 
strategic planning for Periam village, which aims to overcome existing local 
weaknesses for maximum capacity of use within the existing opportunities 
in internal and external environment. 

I tried, by analyzing the available data and the drawn conclusions, to 
follow an alternative strategy to meet the performance criteria, effectiveness 
and impact in order to give  a viable answer to the question:   

 
″What will be the image of the Periam village in the year 2020? ″ 
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